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Abstract

This paper presents a semi-automatic approach to create a diachronic corpus of voices balanced for speaker’s age, gender,
and recording period, according to 32 categories (2 genders, 4 age ranges and 4 recording periods). Corpora were selected at
French National Institute of Audiovisual (INA) to obtain at least 30 speakers per category (a total of 960 speakers; only 874
have be found yet). For each speaker, speech excerpts were extracted from audiovisual documents using an automatic pipeline
consisting of speech detection, background music and overlapped speech removal and speaker diarization, used to present
clean speaker segments to human annotators identifying target speakers. This pipeline proved highly effective, cutting down
manual processing by a factor of ten. Evaluation of the quality of the automatic processing and of the final output is provided.
It shows the automatic processing compare to up-to-date process, and that the output provides high quality speech for most of
the selected excerpts. This method shows promise for creating large corpora of known target speakers.
Keywords: semi-automatic processing, corpus creation, diarization, speaker identification, gender-balanced, age-balanced,
speaker corpus, diachrony

1.

Introduction

tion compared to manual processing.

This paper describes a semi-automatic method for
speeding-up speaker corpora construction. There is
a growing need for reference speech corpora featuring reliable and known speaker characteristics. Manual annotations of high level features such as speaker
segmentation is a time consuming process (Broux et
al., 2018). We propose to use up-to-date diarization
and speaker identification to reduce human intervention, and enable the creation of large spoken corpora at
a minimum cost.
This work is part of the Gender Equality Monitor
(GEM) project, that aims at describing male and female representation differences in the French broadcast
media at scale, using automatic information extraction
methods. A main institution involved in the project is
the French National Institute of Audiovisual (INA), a
public institution in charge of archiving French audiovisual heritage (so called legal deposit). INA’s collections include 23 million hours of TV and radio programs broadcasted since the 1930’s.
First, the targeted characteristics of the corpus are presented, with a discussion of comparable datasets, and
the potential use of this resource. A literature review on
diarization and speaker identification systems is then
presented. The rest of the paper presents: (1) the
methodological steps for the creation of this corpus,
(2) evaluations of these steps in terms of performance
on available data with comparable characteristics, (3) a
subjective evaluation of the quality of voice of the final
output, and (4) an estimation of processing time reduc-

2.
2.1.

Targeted corpus and existing resources
Voices & gender over time

For the needs of the GEM project, the capacity to describe the acoustic characteristics of a given speaker’s
voice is important, to compare to its socially recognized characteristics, that predominantly includes the
speaker’s gender and age. Having a reliable statistical representation (i.e., based on representative data for
several age and gender categories) of the acoustic variation of voices presented in the public arena allows
sociological analysis of gender representation, gender
stereotypical characteristics, potential changes in voice
as a device to present one’s self public image, etc. The
voice is an important aspect of the construction of individual social persona or character (Podesva, 2007;
Sadanobu, 2015); it changes according to our role in
society — e.g., while talking as an employee to a superior, as a professor to students, as a parent to children,
as a friend to sporting mates etc. Our voice is developed
during childhood and adolescence, varying because of
our physiological development (Vorperian et al., 2011),
but also as a culturally shaped representation of our social projection as an individual (Sergeant and Welch,
2009; Guzman et al., 2014; Scott, 2022). Gender is
a key aspect of the construction of voices, and is culturally shaped: speakers have been shown to have different mean pitch in different cultures, and to change
their pitch for reaching culture-matching expectations,
notably on gender (van Bezooijen, 1995; Ohara, 1992;
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Ohara, 2001). Changes in gender-related vocal cues
have effects on many aspects of social interaction, pitch
having been related to a series of characteristics like
credibility, charisma, cuteness, sexual attractiveness,
etc. (Geiselman and Crawley, 1983; Niebuhr et al.,
2016; Jang, 2021; Gussenhoven, 2016).
To better document the aspects of self that our voices
may voluntarily or not display (Scott, 2022), a reference corpus of voices is a great tool, allowing studies on voice presentation in the public arena via broadcast media in France (the GEM project is centered on
this country). This corpus would ideally contain voices
used in comparable dialogue situations – i.e., not expressive situations where voice may be especially loud,
or express emotions, two aspects which have important
effects on vocal characteristics (Titze and Sundberg,
1992; Liénard and Di Benedetto, 1999; Traunmüller
and Eriksson, 2000; Liénard, 2019; Goudbeek and
Scherer, 2010). Although such phenomena may be interesting to describe, they add variability that would require more data to be controlled for. Thus broadcast
programs featuring interviews or discussions with invited people were selected, mostly those recorded in
studio situations. Note that audiovisual program metadata does not allow a full control of the recording settings, especially as it is common to find reporting on
a given topic, that may happens to feature the target
speaker. Details on the audiovisual document selection
process are given in the next section.
To achieve accurate representation of voices, through
their long-term acoustic qualities, it is mandatory to
obtain a duration that allows acoustic characteristics to
stabilize over articulation and other dynamic aspects.
Löfqvist and Mandersson (1987) showed Long Term
Average Spectrum is stabilized at about 20 seconds of
continuously voiced speech – so about twice this duration for raw speech; see also Arantes and Eriksson
(2014) on prosody. We set a lower limit of three minutes of diarized speech per speaker. It was thought important so to limit the influence of noises and potential
backchannels.

2.2.

Available resources

As far as we know, there is no available speech corpora
providing balanced distribution of speaker gender, age
and recording date for French media.
For resources in French, various corpora are available
via the cocoon website1 – that mostly proposes dialectological, sociological or ethnological resources. The
quality, type of speech, and information available about
each speaker is highly variable. One of these resources,
the ESLO corpus (Baude, 2019), proposes interviews
of many residents of Orleans city, made at two periods:
beginning of 1970’s and of 2010’s (Eshkol-Taravella
et al., 2011). If an interesting resource, it is strictly restricted to one city and two time periods; it is also based
on field recordings of variable recording qualities.
1

https://cocoon.huma-num.fr/exist/crdo

Another set of corpora was developed during evaluation campaigns for NLP tools. For example, the ESTER corpus provides sounds and transcriptions for one
hundred hours of broadcast news from French media
(Galliano et al., 2012). The ETAPE corpus is a followon development with less prepared speech from other
types of radio or TV programs (Gravier et al., 2012).
These corpora contain information on speaker gender,
but not directly on speaker age. Unfortunately, none of
them present a diachronic dimension. One resource,
the Eurodelphes database (Barras et al., 2002), proposes a set of broadcast documents spread from the
1940’s up to the 1990’s; it is nonetheless relatively limited in size for the oldest decades, and is highly unbalanced for gender and age (Boula de Mareüil et al.,
2012), thus not suited for the targeted use.
The corpus presented in Suire and Barkat-Defradas
(2020) is the closest to what we are trying to build. It
is based on media programs with about thirty speakers of each gender selected by period of ten years, over
seven decades, with about 5 seconds of speech for each
speakers; the age of speakers was not informed. These
two limitations (short extracts, and no information on
speaker’s age) make it unsuitable for the study.

2.3.

Existing (semi-)automatic speaker
corpora

Building audiovisual speaker databases is costly, since
it requires finding speakers in audiovisual documents
and obtaining the time codes for speakers’ speech
turns. To that aim, few fully or partially automated
approaches were proposed for building large speaker
databases with minimal human involvement.
INA’s speaker dictionary was prepared using a semiautomatic procedure based on unsupervised speaker
segmentation (diarization) and Optical Character
Recognition (OCR) (Salmon and Vallet, 2014; Vallet et al., 2016). OCR decoded embedded text presenting people in TV news programs, and filtered
characters corresponding to the first twenty thousand
most referenced people in INA’s audiovisual databases.
Speech segments corresponding to decoded embedded
text were on a second stage presented to human annotators in charge of stating if speech segments were corresponding to the decoded person name, resulting in an
average involvement time of 22,8 seconds per segment.
VoxCeleb was built from YouTube videos using a fully
automatic procedure (Nagrani et al., 2017). YouTube
video queries were applied using target speakers’
names and the word ‘interview‘. The set of target
speakers was a subset of celebrities known by a preexisting face verification classifier. Active speaker verification models were used to detect the portions of video
with facial lip movements synchronized with the audio
track. Face candidates were in a latter stage presented
to the face verification classifier using a high threshold.
While these approaches allowed to build large speaker
collections, they suffer from several limitations. Both
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of them require video material, and cannot be used
for processing radio collections. INA’s speaker dictionary’s strategy requires embedded text to be displayed
during target’s speech turn, while VoxCeleb’s strategy requires target speaker’s face to be already known
by a face verification classifier. Moreover, YouTube’s
queries do not allow search by speakers’ age.
The corpus-building process aims at creating a large
corpus (more than 960 speakers) of gender- and agebalanced speakers that may serve as a reference of
voice qualities (linked to gender representation) presented in broadcast media, from the 1950’s until now.
As a manual gathering is out of reach, we aimed at limiting to a minimum manual intervention so to speed the
process. This paper present the details of the approach,
with an evaluation of the automatized process, and of
the quality of the obtained dataset, as well as an estimation of the time gained through the semi-automated
method, compared to a fully handmade process.

3.

Voice Activity Detection

Non-Speech
background audio
segments removal

Overlapped
Speech removal

Intersection

Deletion of segments
smaller than 2 seconds

Unsupervized Speaker
Segmentation (Diarization)

Methods

Speaker selection guidelines were defined to obtain a
diachronic speaker corpus with balanced gender, age,
and recording period. These guidelines were provided to INA’s archivists to constitute a corpus of audiovisual documents containing a balanced amount of
target speakers. Figure 1 show the semi-automatic
pipeline designed to extract target speaker excerpts
from this huge collection of audiovisual documents
with a minimal amount of human involvement. A
Clean Speech Detection process was defined to discard
speech segments with acoustic properties that may interfere with acoustic parameter extraction. An unsupervised speaker segmentation and clustering procedure
(diarization) was used on the resulting clean speech
segments in order to assign numeric identifiers to each
speaker found in the recording. Resulting speaker segmentations were then presented to human annotators in
charge of the manual identification of the target speakers. If the found speaker excerpts in the manually processed documents are less than three minutes, these excerpts were used to perform automatic cross-document
speaker retrieval, to complete the speaker sample in the
corpus.

3.1.

Clean Speech Detection

Manual target speaker
identification in ELAN

Optional automatic
Cross-Document speaker Retrieval

Figure 1: Semi-automatic pipeline proposed for the extraction of clean target speaker segments
gender (Sataloff et al., 2017; Yamauchi et al., 2015).
The periods of time span from the 1950’s to the 2010’s
with 20 years intervals: this is somewhat arbitrary, but
these periods were chosen because it is harder to find
archives before the 1950’s, especially featuring female
speakers, and four periods were thought sufficient, and
limit the amount of target speakers. Each speaker was
selected only in one of the 32 categories to avoid statistical dependency; we are thinking about preparing a
section of the corpus with longitudinal recordings of
speakers available in three to four time periods.

3.2.

Balanced diachronic speaker corpus
definition

To avoid environmental noise and vocal changes linked
to stylistic variations, broadcast programs featuring dialog and interviews, recorded indoors, are prioritised.
A total of 30 distinct speakers is required for each of
32 adult speaker categories (adding up to a total of
at least 960 different speakers), based on the combination of 3 parameters: gender (male and female), age (4
groups: 20 to 35, 35 to 50, 51 to 65 and over 65 years
old), and periods of time (4 periods: 1955-1956, 19751976, 1995-1996, 2015-2016). The age groups were
based on known changes in voice linked to age and

Audiovisual document selection

Document selection based on the corpus definition was
realized by INA’s archivists, and required 3 weeks of
work. The list of participants and the date of diffusion
was extracted from TV and radio archives meta-data,
and linked to INA’s personality thesaurus to obtain date
of birth and gender information. This allowed to assign
each unique speaker (our ”target speakers”) to one of
the 32 gender, age, and period categories. A manual
selection of 450 TV and radio shows was realized, that
usually feature reasonably long studio-recorded interviews, well-known personalities, low amounts of background music and noise, and a low amount of conflict-
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Period
1955-56
1975-76
1995-96
2015-16

# TV
docs
133
849
1565
933

# Radio
docs
508
642
4686
7991

# Unique
speakers
594
1220
2393
1845

Duration
(days)
11
46
176
160

Level
Recall (%)

Table 1: Characteristics of the speaker corpus collected
by INA’s archivists: number of documents (docs) from
TV and radio, of speakers, and total duration.
ing interactions between participants.
While the number of male found for each category
turned out to be greater than thirty, several categories
of female had to benefit from additional manual retrieval in INA’s collections to reach the minimum
amount of speakers required to meet corpus specifications. Female stand out more rarely in broadcast media (Doukhan et al., 2018b), and their number was particularly scarce within the older age groups and in the
oldest periods in INA thesaurus, possibly reflecting the
gender bias of media presentation and representation
(Tuchman, 2000). Research for complementary speakers was necessary and resulted in the enrichment of
INA’s personality thesaurus, with the inclusion of the
characteristics of 182 media personalities.
Table 1 presents the characteristics of the corpus constituted by INA’s archivists, with 25092 entries for 6051
distinct speakers, distributed between 17307 audiovisual documents, for a total duration of about 393 days
of content (9400 hours). This is clearly too large to
consider a complete manual exploration, and requires
the semi-automatic procedure described below.

3.3.

Clean Speech Detection (CSD)

A Clean Speech Detection procedure was proposed to
detect the cleanest speech excerpts, suited to prosodic
parameter extraction. Figure 1 describes the components of our proposal, which allows to obtain speech
segments with low amount of overlapped speech, background music or noise. Speech segments shorter than
2 seconds were rejected, as they are likely to be only
small parts of sentences and hence be of little interest
to achieve an accurate representation of the voices.
3.3.1.

Voice Activity Detection (VAD) and
Overlapped Speech Detection (OVL)
Voice activity detection was performed using InaSpeechSegmenter (Doukhan et al.,
2018a). This system is based on a CNN architecture
trained to distinguish speech from music and noise.
InaSpeechSegmenter was ranked in first position
for the VAD task of MIREX 2018 challenge, containing TV and radio corpora which are representative of
our target material2 .
In order to isolate the segments corresponding to only
one speaker, pyannote-audio’s overlap speech de2

https://www.music-ir.org/mirex/wiki/

bgvl
65

bg
89.9

similar
97.0

fg
97.2

music
99

Table 2:
Music detection recall obtained on
OpenBMAT for varying music levels: bgvl (hard-tohear background music), bg (background music), similar (music and other signals mixed at similar levels), fg
(foreground music), music (music only)
tection (Bredin et al., 2020; Bullock et al., 2020) was
also used. The detected overlapping speech segments
were then cut from the initial VAD.
3.3.2. Non-Speech audio event detection
Audiovisual documents may contain non-speech audio
events overlapped with speech, such as music or noise.
Such events may interfere with vocal feature estimation
and excerpts with these events should be discarded.
A non-speech audio event detection model is proposed,
based on spleeter source separation framework
(Hennequin et al., 2020). We used spleeter vocals
and instrumental accompaniment separation model.
The potential presence of non-speech audio events was
linked to the energy of the extracted instrumental accompaniment track, estimated using the root mean
square of signal with 200 ms window size and 100 ms
hop size. The energy is filtered using a median filter of
size 11, and a threshold set at 5% was used.
The evaluation of the non-speech audio detection
model is difficult, due to a lack of annotated resources
containing overlapping speech, music and noise annotations. Table 2 presents the evaluation of our proposal on OpenBMAT, a database of audio streams
with annotated music levels (Meléndez-Catalán et al.,
2019). With respect to our use-case (obtaining clean
speech, even with a low document coverage rate) and
to the availability of annotated resources (no dataset
with speech, music and noise annotations), we used
sed eval segment-based detection recall for estimating the performance of our proposal, using time tolerance (collar) of 1 second (Mesaros et al., 2016). The
results show detection performance above 90% for audible music, and 65% for hard-to-hear background music, which shall less affect acoustic analysis.
3.3.3. Clean Speech Detection pipeline coverage
We tested our pre-processing pipeline on the DIHARD
II Development set (Ryant et al., 2019). Table 3 shows
the duration of detected speech at different stages of the
pre-processing.DIHARD II focuses on hard diarization, i.e. with lots of low volume background speech,
in the wild speech with music, noise and overlapping
speech. Note that we target clean speech: low level
noisy speech is not of interest for our intended prosodic
analyses. Our CSD system eliminates more than half of
the total speech time. Since we value a better precision
than recall, considering that only about 40% of a given
corpus is usable seems enough. Moreover, one can assume that the TV and radio broadcast documents that
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Method
Reference
Ref+OVL
Ref+NSE
VAD
VAD+OVL
VAD+NSE
VAD+OVL+NSE
CSD

Duration (s)
72311
63781
32013
69247
56953
30166
28360
23980

Coverage
100%
88.2%
44.3%
89.1%
78.8%
41.7%
39.2%
33.2%

Table 3: Duration of detected speech on the DIHARD II Dev set for the different pre-processing steps
and coverage relatively to the reference. (VAD: only
VAD; OVL: overlapped speech removal; NSE: nonspeech events removal; CSD: clean speech detection
–VAD+OVL+NSE + removal of segments less than 2
seconds)
Input
Reference
VAD
VAD+OVL
VAD+NSE
CSD

3.6.

DER (%)
23.8
24.5
21.3
16.5
14.7

Table 4: Performance of the diarization system (measured by DER) on DIHARD II dev set for the different
stages of pre-processing. (collar=0.25)
this system targets should contain more clean speech
than DIHARD II documents. So the process shall remove a smaller part of the content on such documents.

3.4.

Diarization with VBx

We used our CSD as an input VAD for diarization,
meaning that clean speech is considered as speech and
non-clean speech as non-speech. We use the x-vector
based diarization system VBx (Landini et al., 2022)
with the ResNet101 16kHz model, pretrained on
VoxCeleb1 (Nagrani et al., 2017), VoxCeleb2 (Chung
et al., 2018) and CN-CELEB (Fan et al., 2020). The
diarization step outputs clusters id corresponding to a
unique speaker.
We have evaluated the VBx model using our CSD on
the DIHARD II Development set (Ryant et al., 2019).
Table 4 shows the Diariation Error Rate (DER) for the
different stages of pre-processing. The DER is computed by removing non-clean segments from the reference. As expected, we observe a better DER when
non-clean speech segments are removed, the diarization task being easier. We obtained a DER of 14.7 with
a 0.25s collar using our pre-processing pipeline, which
is comparable to the DER of 12.23% obtained by (Landini et al., 2022) with oracle VAD.

3.5.

gender and role (anchor, participant) provided by INA’s
archivists (see section 3.2), to be manually identified.
The clean speech diarization described above was exported to ELAN video annotation tool and presented to
human annotators, together with the list of target speakers (Sloetjes and Wittenburg, 2008).
For each document, annotators had to map diarization
cluster id’s to target speakers’ identities.
The complexity of this task varies a lot depending on
the type of document and the role of the target. For
instance a recent TV interview with only two speakers can be processed in a few seconds, whereas an old
radio show with multiple characters, mostly unknown
nowadays, may require to listen almost all the document, and sometimes the use of internet to find photos
or details to spot the target.

Manual speaker identification

Each audiovisual document of the source corpus was
associated to a list of target speakers with known age,

Automatic cross-show speaker
identification

The corpus aims at presenting at least three minutes of
speech by speaker. For most documents, the manual
identification described in 3.5 was enough because the
documents were chosen to maximise the speaking time
of the target speakers. However, it is not the case for
all documents. Then, the segments linked to the target
speaker in the manually annotated document were used
as a reference to automatically identify this speaker in
other documents.
Using VBx x-vector extraction model, we retrieve
one x-vector per segment corresponding to the target
speaker in the annotated document, giving us a matrix
xknown . The non-annotated document was then preprocessed and automatically diarized in the same way,
and one x-vector per segment of this document was extracted, giving us a matrix xtarget . Cosine similarity
was computed between all the vectors in xknown and
xtarget . For each vector in xtarget , the mean similarity
to the xknown vectors gives the probability score of the
vector corresponding to the target speaker. If this score
exceeds a given threshold, we considered that the segment corresponds to the target speaker. If no segment
had a score above the threshold, we considered the target speaker absent from the document. We chose to
focus on segment-level identification in order to maximize the precision, even though it may increase the
false negative rate.
We evaluated our speaker identification system on INA
speaker dictionary (Vallet et al., 2016) which contains
materials extracted from French TV archives and is
similar to the contents our system was designed for.
This dataset contains about 1300 speakers extracted
from French TV broadcasts. We analyse the similarity
score between three different types of recording pairs:
the same speaker in two different recording sessions,
two different speakers of the same gender and two different speakers of different gender. This was evaluated
on a gender-balanced subset of 718 speakers allowing
for each speaker to be in at least two recording sessions,
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Histogram of similarity scores for different types of pairs
of speakers from the INA speaker dictionary
Same person
Different person - same sex
Different person - different sex

5
4
3
2
1
0

0.0

0.2

0.4
0.6
Similarity score

0.8

1.0

Figure 2: Histogram of similarity scores for different
types of pairs of speakers from the INA speaker dictionary

Precision and Recall over threshold value
1.000
0.975
0.950
0.925
0.900
0.875
0.850

Precision
Recall

0.825
35

40

45
50
Threshold value

55

60

Figure 3: Precision and Recall over threshold values on
the INA speaker dictionary
ending up with 359 pairs for each type. The mean duration of the used segments was 14s. Figure 2 shows the
distribution of similarity scores for the different types
of pairs. There is few overlap between the scores corresponding to the same speaker and those corresponding
to different speakers. There is very little (4%) overlap between scores for the same speaker and scores for
speakers of different genders.
Speaker identification was evaluated according to the
Equal Error Rate (EER). We obtain an EER of 3.9%3
on the INA speaker dictionary for a similarity threshold
equal to 0.40. However, because precision is more important than recall here, we decided to use a threshold
equal to 0.52, at which we obtain a precision of 0.99
and a recall of 0.91 (see Figure 3).

3.7.

Subjective quality evaluation

At the end of this selection process, for each target speaker, series of speech segments were available
amounting to at least three minutes by speakers (i.e.
3

Previous work on the same corpus(Vallet et al., 2016)
obtained an EER of 7.3% using an equivalent evaluation protocol.

for the complete corpus, that would amount to about
50 hours of speech). In order to subjectively evaluate the quality of the automatic process, and as it is
hardly feasible to listen to the complete corpus, we
opted for applying a perceptual annotation on a subset of the available extracts. The subset was composed
by a random selection of one segment for each target
speaker; these segments were annotated for the presence of the following potential problems: backchannel,
more than one person speaking, musical background,
and audible noise. Backchannel was defined as up to
two syllables produced by another speaker than the target; if two speakers spoke more than two syllables, it
was annotated as more than one person speaking. Audible background music or noise, while listening the
extracts with headphones, were annotated as such.
The available extracts were divided in three parts, assigned to three different annotators, with a 309-large
subset annotated by the three annotators. The extracts
of the common part were selected so as to propose up to
10 extracts per category of period, gender and age (let’s
recall we aimed at collecting 30 speakers per category);
this shall amount to 320 extracts if a sufficient number
of speakers were available in each category, which was
not the case. The females of 51 to 65 year-old in the
1955-1956 period, and over 65 year-old in the 19751976 period were only 5 and 4 in the corpus currently
available, so the final number of 309 (see details in the
result section for available speakers).
A python notebook was used to randomly load one extract, play it, and request the annotator to answer a series of letters indicating the presence of the potential
problems. A field for free comments was available, before hearing the next extract.

4.
4.1.

Results

Obtained target speakers

Each target speaker was manually identified for one
archive. This manual identification work took about
140 hours along 20 days. The available speakers are
detailed in table 5. Note that it corresponds to more
than 40 hours of final speech (more than 3 minutes for
874 speakers). A total of 533 male and 341 female targets have been identified – thus 874 different speakers.
Sixteen categories of speakers out of 32 did not reach
the aim of at least thirty speakers. Four groups from
the 1990’s and 2010’s (3 females groups) were almost
complete, only missing a few speakers. For the other
groups, ten have between 10 to 20 speakers (four of
them are male groups), and two female groups have
only 4 and 5 speakers. A total of 211 speakers (22% of
our target) are missing, so to complete all groups with
at least 30 speakers. The sixteen groups with at least
30 speakers present 125 extra speakers.
For each category, more than thirty targets have been
searched for, but for a series of reasons, in some
cases the requirements were not met. These problems
overwhelmingly arise for female targets, known to be
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1955-56
1975-76
1995-96
2015-16

20-35
13/34
16/14
30/27
31/30

36-50
17/61
18/37
32/47
29/51

51-65
5/19
11/31
29/48
30/48

>65
17/10
4/11
29/35
30/30

of them reported it. The number of each error on 874
utterances are reported in the right part of table 6. The
percentages of these four types of potential problems,
on the complete corpus, and for each category of period, gender, and age, are reported in table 7.

Table 5: Number of speakers with sufficient data extracted for each period (row) and age group (columns),
for gender (Female/Male). Categories with less than 30
speakers shown in boldface.

under-represented in media (Doukhan et al., 2018b),
and for archives from the 1950’s and 1970’s – for which
documentation and quality is worst. These missing
speakers are mostly linked to the following factors: (i)
the target appears in the notice, but was the topic of a
program without actually appearing, or the target may
not speak (or not sufficiently), or spoke in a foreign
language and was interpreted. (ii) the target may be
interviewed in a noisy place (and was not detected as
clean speech), or the target voice may appear during a
movie trailer (and thus do not fit with our criterion of
conversational speech).
A main reason more male targets were found is linked
to the fact that most documents have several targets (female and male) so working on a document that features a female target generally led to the identification
of one or more male targets, while the reverse is not
true. Moreover, female targets are more prone to be
presented by male speakers, without actually speaking.
A typical case is programs about cinema in the 1970’s,
that interviewed the director (generally a male), but just
present the female actress during extracts of the movie.
For these reasons, the male categories generally present
well above 30 target speakers; note that age also introduces bias in terms of presence in the media.

4.2.

Total
148
33
33
72

Table 6: Number of problems, for each category, spotted by the three annotators on the 309 common sentences of the perceptual evaluation (left part), or on the
complete set (right part).

The amount of observed backchannels is stable across
gender and age (at about 17%), but is higher for the
1970’s, and clearly lower for the 1950’s. Presence of
more than one speaker in one extract is much lower
(mean below 4%), and does not seem to be correlated to
gender, while the same pattern on periods is observed
(clearly higher for the 70’s, lower for the 50’s). A pattern for age appears: the older the target, the less several speakers were found.

Globally
1955-56
1975-76
1995-96
2015-16
Female
Male
20-35
36-50
51-65
Over 65

Perceptual evaluation of speech quality

On a subset of 309 extracts, the three annotators did
evaluate the four scales. The number of extracts detected by each annotator with each type of potential
problem is reported on the left part of table 6. The corresponding inter-annotator agreement, measured with
an exact Fleiss’ kappa (Fleiss, 1971; Gamer et al.,
2019), equals 0.629 for backchannel, 0.569 for more
than one speaker, 0.855 for music, 0.448 for noise –
this amount to a kappa of 0.649 for finding a potential
problem in a given extract. These kappa values shows
the relative reliability of the annotation, especially for
music and backchannel. The comparatively low kappa
for noise show that noise is a more complex concept
than music, and that the three annotators have somehow different views on what is a noisy extract.
From this common ground of 309 extracts, the results
on the complete set of 874 utterances was grouped. For
the utterance evaluated by three annotators, the presence of a problem was considered only if at least two

Common sub-part
A1 A2
A3
57 82
44
5 15
21
19 17
15
30 51
37

Annotator
Backchannel
Several Spk.
Music
Noise

Bac
16.9
9.1
21.8
17.7
18.6
18.5
15.9
17.9
15.1
17.2
18.7

SSp
3.8
1.7
9.2
2.5
3.6
3.5
3.9
5.1
5.1
2.7
1.2

Mus
3.8
0.6
12.7
3.2
1.8
4.4
3.4
2.6
3.8
5.4
3.0

Noi
8.2
9.1
26.1
3.2
3.6
10.0
7.1
9.2
8.9
6.3
8.4

Any
29.7
19.3
55.6
26.4
26.5
32.6
28.0
29.7
30.5
28.5
30.1

Table 7: Percentage of utterance detected with each
category of potential problem (Bac: Backchannel, SSp:
Several speakers, Mus: Music, Noi: Noise, Any: presence of at least one error in the extract), globally, and
for each category of period, gender, and age.

The presence of music varies mostly with the period,
the 1970’s having about 13% of its extracts with perceivable musical background, while the other periods
have lower percentages. Only reduced changes on the
presence of music are observed with age and gender.
Noise is about twice more frequent than music. Like
music, noise is particularly frequent in the 1970’s
(26%) but, unlike music, is also relatively frequent in
the 1950’s, while low levels of noise are observed in the
two more recent periods. Slight changes of noise pres-
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ence are observed across gender and age categories.
The percentage of extracts that do present at least one
potential problem of 30% globally. This percentage
varies mostly across periods, more than half of the extracts from the 1970’s being annotated with potential
problems, while one on five extracts from the 1950’s
has a potential problem.

5.

Discussion & Conclusions

We proposed a semi-automatic method to help selecting speakers with known characteristics (here in term
of age and gender) in large media archives, avoiding
silence, noise and musical background.
About 140 hours of work was invested to manually
identify 915 target speakers. Among these speakers, 41
were either not found in the documents or do not speak
sufficiently to build a model of their voices (32 of these
speakers had less than 20 seconds of annotated speech).
The work required for the application of the automatic
processing scripts, and for processing the files (time
spent by human, not by machine processing) was estimated to 20 hours for the corpus presented here. The
complete set of archives used to obtain the current set
of speakers had a total duration of 453 hours.
Bazillon et al. (2008) measured the time required to
manually transcribe spontaneous speech at eight times
the duration of the target speech; manual diarization
process is more simple than a full transcription, an estimate of four times the archive duration for manual processing seems reasonable. Due to the complexity of the
target speaker identification process only (that may require an almost complete listening of the archive), this
estimation does not seem unreasonable.
Given these estimations, we can assume the manual extraction of the target speech data from 453 hours of
archives would have required at least more than the
viewing time and up to 1800 hours of human labor. Using the proposed method, it took about 160 hours – i.e.
four to ten times less than a manual annotation, which
seems to be a fairly efficient method. By comparison,
but not on the same task, the semi-automatic transcription method proposed by Bazillon et al. (2008) cut by
half the manual processing time.
The perceptual evaluation of potential problems shows
that one extract in three has at least one potential problem. This may seem a relatively high rate; meanwhile,
annotation of backchannel amounts for about half this
number (see table 6 and shall not be a problem for the
targeted analyses, as backchannels are very short regarding to the duration of extracts (about 0.1s vs. 10s
for the mean duration of annotated extracts): this shall
not affect the voice’s spectral characteristics or mean
pitch values. Presence of music, thanks to the music
detection process, was limited, compared to the frequent use of mixed music in radio and TV shows (see
the evaluation part). Moreover, even if audible wearing a headset, the levels of music that were annotated
are low compared to the levels of voices. Noise is a

more complex question: we have seen its presence is
difficult to annotate. This is certainly linked with the
complexity of defining noise, that may be any audible
sound added to the soundtrack but speech and music
(e.g. street noise, steps, natural noises), but also sounds
linked to the recording place (echo from the room),
from the recording equipment, from the many hardware used to archive the media (disk, tape), or from
compression used to store audio files. The fact noises
are more present in the 1970 cue for high presence of
added noise, because the selected programs happen to
have more outdoor recordings, for example (observation made during the manual target spotting). On the
contrary, the lower levels of noise in the 1950’s compared to the 70’s (somehow counterintuitive) shows
archive processing at INA shall not introduce major
bias – even if more recent media have better quality.
Noise and music potential effects on the targeted measures will be evaluated once the corpus is completed,
but this is outside the scope of this paper. The presented methodology may apply for the construction of
corpora dedicated to e.g., sociological work, that do not
necessarily require high sound quality.
Presence of several speakers in one extract is an unwanted feature, and ideally these extracts shall be removed. It’ll be important to screen the extracts labelled as such to estimate the relative ratio of extracts
with completely different speakers, compared to extracts featuring speakers with comparable voices. The
second case is less problematic than the former. During
informal testing to set up the perceptual evaluation, one
extract was labelled as featuring two different speakers only by one of the three annotators: the other two
hadn’t noticed – only the dialogue’s semantics allowed
judging there were two speakers. The fact the kappa
for this measure was 0.57, shows in a good deal of
the cases, the difference in voices was not spotted by
all annotators, which pleads for similarity between the
voices. The evaluation of the speaker identification system, with higher similarity within than across genders
shows it is a probable outcome.
Identification work will continue until having a complete set of speakers. Then, evaluations of the output
quality will be applied, with estimation of signal-tonoise ratios, potential distortion of acoustic measurements due to music background, etc. This corpus has
a vocation to be shared via INA’s online resource management system4 , once the project will be over. The
software developed to apply the processing described
here shall also be made public in the future, after consolidation of their use on other corpus building.
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